NOVEMBER OVERVIEW

GOING AROUND ORTICOLARIO “THE ORIGIN”
A brief overview of what you can find by visiting Orticolario “The Origin”. Here is a selection of video
contents not to be missed in November. Please note that the platform will gradually be enriched with
new experiences, giving life to a real schedule that will always be in progress until the next edition of
Orticolario, at Villa Erba on Lake Como from October 1 to 3.

EVENTS
Meeting Moritz Mantero, President of Orticolario
Como . instagram.com/moritz_lagodicomo/
In the 3D virtual tour, as soon as you cross the gate of Villa Erba, the video of Moritz Mantero will
welcome you. He opens the doors of his private garden, a beloved place where he listens to nature,
recreating the instinctive and profound relationship that belongs to every human being. In the short
film, he traces the power of the garden on all five senses and reveals the enchantment of the lake, as
well as telling about the creative sensibility of Orticolario and its digital version, The Origin. An
exceptional director chooses what to reveal to the viewer: his niece Clelia de Calonne who, just 13
years old and thanks to an attentive and sensitive look, makes even those who are elsewhere and
watch from behind the monitor feel part of that landscape.
Watch on Orticolario “The Origin”: https://mpembed.com/show/?m=XBPXJex7ULX&mpu=650&=2.34,1.05&ss=449

NURSERYMEN
Orchids
Varesina Orchidee . Varese . varesinaorchidee.it
A short film designed for tropical lovers and for anyone who does not want to resist the charm of the
plant that symbolizes seduction, the Orchid. Varesina Orchidee proposes a trip to their greenhouses
where, simulating the conditions of different natural environments, specimens of unusual tropical
botanical and hybrid orchids and Tillandsias are grown. Thousands of plants from all over the world.
Watch on Orticolario “The Origin”: https://mpembed.com/show/?m=XBPXJex7ULX&mpu=650&=2.71,1.27&ss=340
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ARTISANS AND EXPERTS
Birdhouses
La Bottega di Betti . Santarcangelo di Romagna (RN) . labottegadibetti.com
In a wood animated by a cheerful chirping, a little bird seeks and finds its home. La Bottega di Betti
decided to show their creations in an animated short film. Since 1976 artisan workshop of restoration,
decoration and small carpentry, specialized in fantasy works for the garden: bird nests and feeders,
antique-style aviaries, statues and hand-moulded concrete decorations, brush-decorated aluminium
pots, and unique pieces.
Watch on Orticolario “The Origin”: https://mpembed.com/show/?m=XBPXJex7ULX&mpu=650&=2.38,1.41&ss=260

DESIGNERS
Creative Space 6. "Viaggio nell’Illusione"
Project by Arianna Tomatis . Mondovì (CN) . ariannatomatis.com
Seduction is very often used to delude and deceive. Just like the experience inside the labyrinth, where
the path to follow creates illusion and deceives, leading to disorientation. In the video, shot in the
suggestive Labyrinth of Masone di Fontanellato (PR), you will be seduced but not abandoned. You will
get lost and then find yourself again.
Watch on Orticolario “The Origin”: https://mpembed.com/show/?m=XBPXJex7ULX&mpu=650&=1.35,-1.46&ss=209

